
Letures on Modality, Day 2Stefan Kaufmann, Northwestern UniversityAugust 26, 2005Kyoto University1 Conversational bakgroundsThe earlier setions were mainly onerned with the formal logial bak-ground. Kratzer (1981) adopts many of these notions in her analysis ofnatural-language modal expressions. However, there is one di�erene in de-tail that we need to be aware of: The modal base represented as a funtionwhih, for eah world, returns a set of propositions, not a set of worlds.
S 1 A Conversational bakground is a funtion f : W 7→ ℘(℘(W )), i.e.,from worlds to sets of propositions (i.e., sets of sets of worlds).
S 2 There are various kinds of onversational bakgrounds: totally realisti,epistemi, stereotypial, deoniti, �irumstantial,� et.(Reall that there is some variation and debate in the literature; noexhaustive list.)
S 3 Eah onversational bakground an serve as a modal base: For a givenworld w, the set of aessible worlds is simply ⋂

f(w), the the inter-setion of the propositions in f(w).Notie:⋂
{∅} = ∅⋂
∅ = W⋂
{W} = WKratzer's �empty� onversational bakground is the onstant funtion

fe suh that for all w ∈ W , fe(w) = ∅.
S 4 Note: What we earlier alled �modal base� was a set of worlds andwould orrespond to ⋂

f(w). Kratzer alternatively alls f itself the�modal base.� The term is used in both senses in the literature.1



2 Ordering souresSo far we have disussed two parameters of variation in the semantis ofmodality: modal base and modal fore. We now turn to the third majorbuilding blok of Kratzer's (1981) theory: Ordering Soures.Ordering soures have been used in the analysis of the following phenom-ena:11. Weak readings of neessity modals2. Graded modality3. �Normative� preferenes between irumstantial possibilities4. Pratial inferene with ontraditory preferenes5. Indiative onditionals6. Counterfatual onditionals2.1 Some motivating linguisti fatsBefore we turn to the formal representation of ordering soures, we'll lookat two of the phenomena that prompted Kratzer to employ them in the �rstplae.2.1.1 Weak readings of neessity modalsSee also Kratzer (1981, p. 56/57) for related German examples.(1) a. This is the road to Spring�eld.b. This must be the road to Spring�eld.
S 1 `must' learly �feels like� a neessity modal.
S 2 But intuitively, (1b) is semantially weaker than (1a): You an believe(and assert) (1b) without believing (or asserting) (1a), but not vieversa.21This list is not exhaustive. Kratzer (1981) disusses all of them exept indiativeonditionals.2Kratzer's argument is slightly di�erent: She notes that under a � `pure' epistemiinterpretation (presumably a realisti one) of the modal, (1b) entails (1a). This is true,but the premise that (1b) has suh a � `pure' epistemi reading is not so obvious to me.2



S 3 Kratzer wants to treat `muss' as a neessity modal and aount for thefat that it gives rise to relatively weak readings. Ordering soures helpher aomplish this.
S 4 Some Japanese epistemi modals have a similar behavior:(2) a. p-ni higai naib. p-hazu da. . . .2.1.2 Graded modalitySo far, we've had two modal fores: Neessity (universal quanti�ation overthe modal base) and possibility (existential quanti�ation over the modalbase). Kratzer now labels them simple neessity and possibility, in ontrastto the following:

• human neessity(f. (1a), (1b) above)
• human possibility(`may'; `an'; . . . )
• slight possibility(`might' et.; far-fethed but possible)
• omparative possibility (p is more likely than q)These distintions annot be drawn in terms of universal and existentialquanti�ation alone. Ordering soures make it possible.2.2 Tehnialities

S 1 Basi idea: Impose an order on the modal base and let the quanti�a-tion range only over the minimal elements of this order.
S 2 Formally: An order 6g(w) on the modal base ∩f(w) is derived from aseond onversational bakground�the ordering soure g(w).
S 3 In general: Let Φ be any set of propositions. Then de�ne the order asfollows:

w 6Φ z i� {p|p ∈ Φ ∧ z ∈ p} ⊆ {p|p ∈ Φ ∧ w ∈ p}

S 4 Note: 3



• 6Φ is naturally read �less than or equal,� but here w 6Φ z meansthat w veri�es all the propositions inΦ that z veri�es, and possiblymore. Some people �nd this a bit ounterintuitive. This is alsothe reason why I said above that the quanti�ation ranges overthe minimal elements, although some might prefer to all themthe maximal elements.
• This order does not give us �degrees� of onformity with the or-dering soure. We only get a way of omparing worlds and tellingwhih is better/worse; there is no absolute measure of �goodness�assoiated with the worlds.
• 6Φ, for any Φ, is a pre-order (transitive and re�exive).

S 5 With the order in plae, we make the modals sensitive to the order.Kratzer's de�nition is quite ompliated:
• p is a human neessity in a world w with respet to a modal base

f and an ordering soure g if, and only if, the following onditionis ful�lled: For all u ∈
⋂

f(w) there is a v ∈ ∩f(w) suh thata. v 6g(w) u andb. for all z ∈
⋂

f(w) : If z 6g(w) v, then z ∈ p.(3) In words: For all worlds u in the modal base, there is aworld v in the modal base that is at least as lose to theideal and that is not equalled or outranked by any world zin the modal base in whih p is false.(4) In still other words: As you �hop aross worlds� loser andloser to the ideal, you will eventually reah a point atwhih between you and the ideal there are only p-worlds.Q: Why so ompliated?A: Beause we an't be sure that there is a �best� world. Indeed,we an't even be sure that there is a �best� set of worlds: If themodal base and ordering soure are both in�nite (and nothingprevents this), there may be an in�nite sequene of worlds gettingloser and loser to the ideal without ever reahing it. This is bestillustrated with ounterfatual onditionals, so we'll return to itbelow. Meanwhile, see Lewis (1973, 1981) for detailed disussionsof these issues.
S 6 One we have �human� neessity and possibility, we an do away with�simple� neessity and possibility altogether: They ome out as speial4



ases with the empty ordering soure, in whih ase the order imposedon the modal base is fully onneted (i.e., onneting all worlds in themodal base with all others).
S 7 Suh pre-orders over sets of possible worlds are also quite popular in Ar-ti�ial Intelligene (less so their derivation from ordering soures). Seein partiular the disussion on �relative likelihood� in Halpern (2003)and its relationship to other representations of unertainty, suh asprobability and possibility.Bak to the phenomena Kratzer is trying to explain. . .2.3 Weak neessity modalsThis is quite lear now: Epistemi `must' denotes �human� neessity, not�simple� neessity. It signals that the speaker's judgment is (at least partly)based on assumptions other than established fats. Some of the worlds thatare, stritly speaking, ompatible with what the speaker knows, may lieoutside the domain of (modal) quanti�ation.Kratzer orretly points out that this an turn a realisti (re�exive) modalbase into a non-realisti basis for the evaluation of the modal: The atualworld may be ompatible with the speaker's beliefs, without being amongthose losest to the ideal. (pp. 56/57)2.4 Graded modalityKratzer, pp. 48�50:`Es kann gut sein, daÿ. . . ' Human possibility`There is a good possibility that . . . '`Es besteht eine gerine Möglihkeit, daÿ. . . ' Slight possibility`There is a slight possibility that. . . '`Es kann eher sein, daÿ. . . als daÿ. . . ' Comparative possibility`It is more likely that . . . than that . . . '`Es ist wahrsheinlih, daÿ. . . ' Human neessity`It is probable that . . . '
S 1 Human neessity: See above.
S 2 Human possibility: ¬p is not a human neessity.
S 3 Slight possibility: ¬p is a human neessity, but p is ompatible withthe modal base 5



S 4 Comparative possibility: Kratzer's paraphrase: p is more possible that
q i� the following both hold:a. for every aessible q-world there is an aessible p-world whih isat least as lose to the ideal; andb. there is an aessible p-world for whih there is no aessible q-world that is at least as lose to the ideal.

S 5 Note one again that we do not get quantitative notions here; there isno degree of goodness or loseness to the ideal.2.5 Normative rankingsAbove we saw that the worlds in epistemi or irumstantial modal basesan be ranked aording to relative likelihood. But rankings based on otherordering soures (deonti, buleti, teleologial et.) are also possible. Themeaning of `v 6g(w) z is then `v is more desirable / more in aordane withthe laws et. at w than z'. This is the obvious analog of likelihood in thesedomains.The tehnial notions of Human Neessity et. arry over to this ase.However, as Kratzer shows for German, there an be subtle di�erenes be-tween individual verbs with regard to the ordering soures they allow. Sim-ilar fats hold for English. Here is a variation on an example from Kratzer(1991b):(5) a. [Given your state of health℄ you should go to Davos rather than toAmsterdam.b. [Given that you like the sea more than the mountains℄ you shouldgo to Amsterdam rather than go to Davos.Davos is an old mountain resort for patients with tuberulosis. (5a,b)may both be true (without the braketed material), and both may be goodadvie, depending on whih of the addressee's preferenes take preedene inthe situation.2.6 Pratial inferenesKratzer's example (p. 65�67) involves a person who wants to beome mayorof his town and does not want to go to the loal pub. The �irumstanes�(i.e., the relevant fats that onstitute the irumstantial modal base) inludethe fat that it is impossible to beome mayor without going to the pub.
S 1 Let m = `I beome mayor', p = `I go to the pub regularly'.6



S 2 Modal base: ⋂
f(w)In all worlds in ⋂

f(w), either I don't beome mayor or I go to the pubregularly.This is the material interpretation of the onditional `I beome mayoronly if I go to the pub regularly'. Thus: ⋂
f(w) ⊆ [[m → p]]

S 3 Ordering soure: g(w) = {m,¬p}
S 4 Obviously there is no world in the modal base that satis�es all mydesires: ⋂

f(w) ∩
⋂

g(w) = ∅
S 5 However, there are worlds in the modal base that satisfy one of thepropositions in g(w), and they are better than those that satisfy neither:

A: the set of worlds in the modal base in whih I beome mayor:⋂
f(w) ∩ m =

⋂
(f(w) ∪ {m})

B: the set of worlds in the modal base in whih I don't go to the pub:⋂
f(w) ∩ ¬p =

⋂
(f(w) ∪ {¬p})

C: the remainder of the modal base, where I do go to the pub anddon't beome mayor:⋂
f(w) \ (A ∪ B)

S 6 Both m (I beome mayor) and ¬p (I don't go to the pub) are �humanpossibilities� in this situation. (This is simply beause their negationsare not human neessities�that's what Kratzer shows at the bottomof page 66.)
S 7 Note: This analysis works beause it draws a distintion between the�irumstanes� (the fats that are �xed and that the subjet's deisionsannot alter) and the subjet's goals.Deonti modals are often interpreted in this way: They provide a pref-erene ranking over the worlds in a irumstantial or epistemi modalbase.2.7 Conditionals
S 1 In lassial Fregean logi, `if A, B' is interpreted as the material on-ditional (also alled material impliation) `→':(6) A → B is true i� either A is false, or B is true, or both.
S 2 The material onditional is a truth funtion on a par with onjuntionand disjuntion. However, while there is general agreement that thelatter are well-suited to apture the truth onditions of `and' and `or',7



the logial properties of the material onditional do not well maththose of onditional sentenes. For example, A → B and A → ¬B aremutually onsistent, and the falsehood of A is su�ient for the truth ofboth, hene of their onjuntion. But (7b) is intuitively ontraditoryand does not follow from (7a). Likewise, the negation of A → B isequivalent to A ∧ ¬B, but (7,d) are not intuitively equivalent.(7) a. Today is Saturday.b. If today is Friday, it is raining, and if today is Friday, it isnot raining.. It is not the ase that if the team wins, I will be happy.d. The team will win and I will be unhappy.
S 3 Kratzer's aount is based on the alternative assumption, due to Lewis(1975), that if -lauses restrit quanti�ers. In partiular, at least in theexamples she disusses, they restrit modal operators. The simplestway of implementing this would be like this:(8) `If A then B' is true at a possible world w relative to anaessibility relation R i� for all possible worlds w′ suh that

wRw′ and A is true at w′, B is true at w′.
S 4 Formally, onditionals (indiative and ounterfatual) are interpretedwith respet to modal bases and ordering soures.
S 5 The role of the anteedent as a restritor of the modal base is a-omplished by adding the anteedent to the modal base f , givinga new onversational bakground f+, suh that: For all w ∈ W ,

f+(w) = f(w)∪{A}, where `A' is the interpretation of the anteedent.
S 6 For larity, I prefer to write `f+A(w)' to make lear (in a ontext-independent manner) whih proposition is added. Thus the de�nition(still without the ordering soure) beomes (9):(9) `If A then B' is true at a possible world w relative to a modalbase f i� for all possible worlds w′ ∈

⋂
f+A(w), B is true at w′.

S 7 Where no overt modal is present, the modal fore is neessity. Bydefault, the modal base is epistemi.
S 8 It is easy to show that the material onditional and strit impliation(2(A → C), with the universal aessibility relation) fall out as speialases. See pp. 68/69.
S 9 Note: This treatment is in line with two venerable proposals in the8



philosophial literature: the �anteedent-as-restritor� analysis of Lewis(1975), and the �Ramsey Test,� Ramsey's (1929) quote whih relatesthe interpretation of (indiative) onditionals to the dynamis of beliefhange:(RT) If two people are arguing `If p will q?' and are both in doubtas to p, they are adding p hypothetially to their stok ofknowledge and arguing on that basis about q . . .We an saythey are �xing their degrees of belief in q given p.However, Kratzer does not give us a way to implement Ramsey's notionof �degrees of belief.�32.7.1 Indiative onditionalsSo why do we need ordering soures in the interpretation of indiative on-ditionals?
S 1 De�nition (9) aounts niely for the ontext-dependene of ondition-als. A given onditional an be simultaneously true with respet to onemodal base and false with respet to another. Thus (10) may be ob-jetively (irumstantially) true, but believed to be false by a speakerwith insu�ient information or false beliefs.(10) If this material is heated to 500◦C, it will burn.
S 2 However, (9), like the material onditional and the strit onditional,fails to aount for the invalidity of ertain non-monotoni inferenepatterns involving onditionals.
S 3 For instane, under all three analyses, a true onditional remains trueunder Strengthening of the Anteedent (`If A then B' entails `if C and

A then B'). But (10) an be true while (11) is false.(11) If this material is plaed in a vauum hamber and heated to500◦C, it will burn.
S 4 Kratzer's solution: Like all modals, `will' in (9) and (11) involves �hu-man neessity� (not strit neessity), given by an ordering soure (inthis ase, a �stereotypial� one).3For that, you have to turn to probabilisti treatments, whih we won't in these le-tures. See Eells and Skyrms (1994); Edgington (1995); Bennett (2003) for overviews andKaufmann (2004, 2005a,); Kaufmann et al. (2004) for one partiular proposal.9



(12) `If A then B' is true at w relative to a modal base f andordering soure g i� for every world w′ ∈
⋂

f+A(w), there is aworld w′′ ∈
⋂

f+A(w) suh that w′′ 6g(w) w′ and for all
w′′′ ∈

⋂
f+A(w) suh that w′′′ 6g(w) w′′, B is true at w′′′.In other words: `If A then B' is true at w i� for every A-world w′ inthe modal base, there is an AB-world w′′ in the modal base that is atleast as likely as w′ and not equalled or outranked in normaly by any

A-world in the modal base at whih B is false.
S 5 This o�ers a solution to the above problem. Suppose the material isnormally not plaed in a vauum hamber. Then every anteedent-world at whih it is, is outranked in normaly by one at whih it isnot, thus (10) may be true while (11) is false. Tehnially, the ondi-tional (13) is a human neessity.(13) If this material is heated to 500◦C, it won't be in a vauumhamber.
S 6 So in e�et, even though the modal base and the ordering soure arethe same in both (9) and (12), the truth of the onditional depends ondi�erent sets of worlds.(9): Worlds at whih the material is heated and not in vauum.(12): Worlds at whih the material is heated and in a vauum.
S 7 Addendum: In a later paper (Kratzer, 1991b, p. 648), Kratzer makesmore expliit that she seems to think of onditional anteedents asmodi�ers of the modal in the onsequent.(14) [[if α, must β]]f,g = [[must β]]f

+α,g,where for all w ∈ W , f+α(w) = f(w) ∪ {[[α]]f,g}.However, she never provided a fully expliit ompositional derivationfor this interpretation. We will see one proposal in Kaufmann (2005b).2.7.2 Counterfatual onditionals
S 1 Unlike indiative onditionals, ounterfatuals are typially used whenthe anteedent is in doubt or known to be false. (There are a fewexeptions, but we an ignore them.)In suh a ase, the anteedent annot be added to the modal baseonsistently. 10



S 2 Kratzer: �A ounterfatual is haraterized by an empty modal base fand a totally realisti ordering soure g.�
S 3 Reall that ⋂

∅ = W . Thus the worlds in the modal base are all theworlds in W .
S 4 A totally realisti ordering soure means that ∩g(w) = {w}. Thisensures that w is a minimal element in the order indued by g(w) (i.e.,

w is losest to itself): For eah w′ 6= w, there must be some proposition
p in g(w) suh that w ∈ p and w′ 6∈ p. But sine g is realisti, there isno q ∈ g(w) suh that w′ ∈ q and w 6∈ q.

S 5 The invalid inferenes disussed above for indiative onditionals (Strength-ening of the Anteedent et.) are invalid for ounterfatuals as well.Consider the famous example due to Lewis (1973):(15) a. If kangaroos had no tails, they would topple over.b. If kangaroos had no tails and walked on ruthes, theywould topple over.The fat that (15a) does not entail (15b) is taken are of in the sameway as (10) and (11) above.
S 6 Note: This treatment of ounterfatuals is losely related to the �or-dering semantis� of Lewis (1973). For a omparison, see Lewis (1981).These issues are beyond the sope of this tutorial, but they are fasi-nating and worth studying.This onludes the introdution to Kratzer's semantis. In the next twosetion, we will take a brief look at two topis that have risen to some promi-nene in later work: Deonti onditionals and the strutural di�erene (ifany) behind the root/epistemi distintion. Both of these areas are full ofunresolved issues, and we won't disuss them in great detail. The main mes-sage is that there are reasons to think that all onditionals, and perhaps allmodalized sentenes, involve an (overt or overt) epistemi modal with widesope. If they ontain an expliit deonti modal, that modal takes sopewithin the epistemi one. This is a (tentative) laim that we will see againtomorrow.

11



3 Deonti onditionalsWe now turn to a potential problem with Kratzer's aount. The question itraises is: Does Kratzer's aount work for all onditionals (as she intends)?The answer is �no.�
S 1 Reall that Kratzer's aount of onditionals ruially rests on the as-sumption that the modal base and ordering soure for the whole on-ditional is the same as the one for the onsequent.4Thus for instane, if the onsequent has a deonti modal, then the wholeonditional is interpreted with respet to the same deonti modal base(modulo the addition of the anteedent).The main problem. Frank (1996) and Zvolenszky (2002) point out anobvious problem with this aount:Fat 1If A entails B, under Kratzer's analysis, a onditional `If A, must B' isneessarily true.Fat 2Likewise for the onditional `If A, may B', as long as there are A-worlds inthe modal base.
S 1 It is not hard to see why this is so: Whatever the modal base is (epis-temi, irumstantial, deonti, et.), after adding the anteedent to it,we end up with a set of worlds (⋂ f+A(w)) in whih the anteedent istrue. But if the anteedent entails the onsequent, then the onsequentis also true throughout ⋂

f+A(w). Furthermore, even if there is a non-trivial ordering soure, the truth of the onditional still depends onlyon worlds in the modal base.
S 2 But learly, deonti onditionals of this form an be false. The bestounterexamples are ones with root modals in whih A and B are thesame. Here are some examples from Zvolenzsky:(16) a. If teenagers drink, then teenagers must drink.b. If teenagers drink, then teenagers may drink.4There is in fat a subtle di�erene: Both Kratzer (1981) and Kratzer (1991b) laimthat the onsequent is evaluated with respet to modal base f+A, where A is the an-teedent, and ordering soure g. However, whereas Kratzer (1981) says that f is the modalbase of the anteedent and somehowf inherited by the onsequent, in Kratzer (1991b) it isthe modal base of the whole onditional. 12



. If I �le my taxes, then I want to �le my taxes.d. If hildren don't eat spinah, then hildren shouldn't eatspinah.
S 3 All of these sentenes are predited true under Kratzer's aount withrespet to any moda base f and ordering soure g.
S 4 Another one of Zvolenzsky's examples: In fat, Britney Spears does (ordid, at the time) have a ontrat with Pepsi that stipulated that (17a)is true: Among all the ola-drinking worlds, the Pepsi worlds are loserto the ideal than others.(17) a. If Britney drinks ola in publi, she must drink Pepsi.b. If Britney drinks Coke in publi, she must drink Coke.
S 5 Under Kratzer's analysis, (17a) may well be true, but (17b) is nees-sarily also true. In fat, though, they are ontraditory.Further problems. We may assume that the indiative in (18a) is inter-preted relative to a irumstantial modal base and a deonti ordering soure.(18) a. If Max buys this ar, he must pay taxes for it.b. If Max had bought a ar, he would have to pay taxes for it.. If Max really loved his dog, he should take it for a walk.
S 1 Frank (1996) points out that under Kratzer's analysis, a similar inter-pretation is not available for ounterfatuals like (18b,). Kratzer statesounterfatuals generally are interpreted with respet to an empty modalbase and a irumstantial ordering soure. Thus ⋂

f(w) = W and⋂
g(w) = {w}.

S 2 But then we are in danger of losing the deonti �avor of the onditional:The worlds in the modal base are ranked with respet to their similarityto the atual world, whih is not (neessarily) the deonti ideal.
S 3 Frank brie�y onsiders the possibility of operating with two orderingsoures (one realisti, one deonti) on the same modal base, but annotthink of a prinipled way (and neither an I) of speifying how bothwould interat in order to generate the order.
S 4 So should we just say that ounterfatuals an be interpreted withrespet to a deonti ordering soure (ombined perhaps with the emptybakground f)?No. The deonti modal base would be one based on the laws in thisworld (i.e., the world of evaluation). But what if the anteedent itself13



implies that the laws are di�erent from the atual ones?(19) If Luther hadn't brought about the Reformation, we would stillhave to pay indulgene.The solution. It seems better to hoose the anteedent-worlds w′ �rst (forinstane, via an epistemi modal base) and then evaluate the onsequentwith respet to the laws at w′ (not w).
S 1 That is Frank's proposal. �Deonti� onditionals are really epistemiones: The anteedent restrits an epistemi modal base; the deontimodal in the onsequent does not take sope over the whole onditional.
S 2 For additional evidene, Frank reminds us that an epistemi modalan appear in these sentenes (20,d), and that it is generally assumedthat suh an epistemi modal is present (overtly or overtly) in allonditionals (f. Kratzer, 1991b,a).Thus, Frank asks, why not just say that there is an impliit epistemimodal in (20a,b)?(20) If Max stays with Grandma, . . .a. he is allowed to take the dog for a walk.b. he must take the dog for a walk.. he might be allowed to take the dog for a walk.d. he might have to take the dog for a walk.
S 3 Frank's proposal for (20a�d) still runs into some problems The onefor (21) is better (though still not perfet):5(21) a. If Mad bought a ar, he would have to pay taxes.b. necessary

g(w)
f+p(w)(necessary

g′(w′)
f ′(w′)q). �For all worlds w′ in the (epistemi) modal base in whihMax buys a ar, the following is true: He pays taxes in allworlds w′′ ∈ f ′(w′) that are losest to the deonti idealin w′.�5There is some residual disussion over the nature of f ′. For our purposes, we anassume that it is irumstantial, allowing for some �magi� in ensuring that it is indeedrestrited to all the relevant worlds. Frank ultimately favors a somewhat di�erent solution,but the details are very intriate.
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To summarize, I quote: �In sum, these observations lead us to the onlusionhtat there are in fat no truely deontially modalized if -onditionals. Insteadwe assume onditionals with a deonti modal operator in the onsequentlause to be analyzed in terms of an impliit or expliit epistemially (orirumstantially) based modal operator. The deonti modal adverb is thento be analyzed within the sope of the `higher' epistemi modal operator.�

15



4 Raising vs. Control, Epistemi vs. RootThe aounts we have disussed so far do not draw any grammatial distin-tion between di�erent kinds of modals. However, there are some argumentsthat suh a distintion is real and semantially relevant. But these argumentsare somewhat inlusive and hotly debated. In this setion we will glane oversome of the arguments for and against a strutural di�erene. This surveywill be open-ended, however.
S 1 In partiular, we are interested in the root/epistemi distintion. Itis often assumed (see Brennan, 1993 for referenes) that the syntatisubjets of sentenes ontaining modals of these lasses di�er in theirstatus:

• Root modals are ontrol prediates.(22) a. Bill should leave now [root℄b. [Bill should [PRO leave now℄℄(23) a. Bill should be here now [epistemi℄b. [e should [Bill be here now℄℄
S 2 There is a lear intuition behind this:

• Root modals assert of the subjet (Bill) that he has a �modal�property (here, an obligation).This is aptured in the assumption that they assign a Theta-roleto the subjet. The subjet (and Theta-reipient) of the embed-ded prediate is oreferential with `Bill' and realized as an emptyplaeholder PRO.
• Epistemi modals are proposition-embedding prediates. The sub-jet stands in no speial relationship with the modal. One mightsay that modal somehow has a �logial� subjet, but this is notrealized in the sentene: It is the agent who makes the judgments,most likely the speaker.This is aptured by assuming that the grammatial subjet isempty. Sine sentenes (in English) must have subjets, the em-bedded prediate moves into this position on the surfae. But itdoes not reeive a Theta-role from the modal verb.

S 3 Digression on adverbs. There is an analogous split between �speaker-oriented� and �subjet-oriented� adverbs:16



• Speaker-oriented adverbs report a judgment by the speaker (notthe subjet of the sentene): `probably, evidently, happily, . . . '
• Subjet-oriented adverbs, on the other hand, add a laim aboutthe subjet: `arefully, leverly, stealthily, . . . 'The speaker/subjet-oriented distintion orresponds with onstraintson the of o-ourrene: Subjet-oriented adverbs annot preede speaker-oriented one (Brennan, p. 21)(24) Speaker-oriented > Subjet-oriented: Ok.Probably, Max was arefully limbing the tree.(25) Subjet-oriented > Speaker-oriented: Bad.??Carefully, Max was probably limbing the tree.(26) Speaker-oriented > Speaker-oriented: Ok.Happily, Max has evidently limbed the tree.Similarly, subjet-oriented adverbs annot preede epistemi modals.However, subjet-oriented adverbs an. In this regard, epistemi modalsare �speaker-oriented.�(27) Speaker-oriented > Epistemi: Ok.Epistemi > Speaker-oriented: OK.a. Max will evidently limb the tree.b. Max evidently will limb the tree.(28) Subjet-oriented > Epistemi: Bad.Epistemi > Subjet-oriented: Ok.a. Max will eagerly limb the tree.b. ??Eagerly, Max will imb the tree.End of digression.

S 4 Lesson from the digression: There are good arguments that epistemimodals are struturally speaker-oriented (not just semantially), favor-ing a Raising analysis for them.
S 5 However, it is muh harder to argue onlusively that root modals arealways subjet-oriented. So it is not so lear that they are Controlverbs. The arguments are a bit intriate and problemati. We'll skipthem; see Brennan for disussion.17



S 6 In the fae of inonlusive grammatial evidene, Brennan reverts tothe original intuition: That a Theta-role is assigned to the subjets ofroot modals (but not to those of epistemi modals).
S 7 But here again, the ase is learest for epistemi modals: It is generallythe speaker, not the subjet, who makes the likelihood judgment ordraws the inferene.(29) a. John must be in his o�e right now.b. John may have been here this morning.It is also reasonably lear that dynami modals do assign Theta roles:(30) a. Peter an dane. (ability)b. Peter will sign anything he's presented with. (disposition)However, deonti ones are a mixed bag: In (31a), the subjet learly isthe bearer of the obligation, but not so in (31b).(31) a. You must register or else you'll get kiked out.b. Thesis paper must be aid-free.
S 8 To aount for the borderline behavior of deonti modals, Brennanappeals to the so-alled ought-to-be vs. ought-to-do distintion.Ought-to-be: `It ought to be the ase that. . . 'The subjet is not the bearer of the obligation.(32) There should/must/ought to be water in the tank at alltimes.Ought-to-do: `(S)he ought to. . . 'A modal property (an obligation) is prediated of the subjet.(33) Mary should/must/ought to put water in the tankregularly.Notie that the expletive subjet in (32) is a good sign that we do havea Raising struture here.
S 9 So now the laim is that:

• On the ought-to-be reading, deonti modals are Raising, like epis-temi modals;
• On the ought-to-do reading, deontis are Control (like dynamis?)Does this salvage the aount? 18



Bhatt and WurmbrandBhatt (1998) and Wurmbrand (1999) argue independently that despite someevidene to the ontray, even root modals are Raising verbs. There argumentsare very similar. We will go through some (not all) of Wurmbrand's.1. Deonti modals an appear with expletive subjets.(34) a. There may be singing but no daning on the premises.b. There must be a solution to this problem on my desk,tomorrow morning!Remark: We've already seen this in (32) above, where it was used to ar-gue that Ought-to-be deontis are Raising. Wurmbrand's examples areall ought-to-be, so they do not establish that all deontis are Raising.Besides, Wurmbrands admits (Fn. 2) that the argument does not applyto dynami modals. They don't our with expletive subjets.2. Case: In Ielandi, most subjets have Nominative Case, but some(depending on the verb) have Ausative or Dative. This phenomenonis known as �quirky ase.�)(35) HaraldHarald-a / *HaraldurHarald-nom vantarlaks peningamoneyHarald laks money.When suh subjets appear in a Control struture, the subjet gets theCase of the embedding verb (usually Nominative):(36) HaraldurHarald-nom / *HaraldHarald-a vonasthopes tilfor aðto vantalak ekkinot peningamoneyHarald hopes not to lak money.When they appear in a Raising struture, they get the quirky aseassigned by the embedded verb:(37) HaraldHarald-a virðistseems vantalak ekkinot peningamoneyHarald seems not to lak money.With modals, these subjets behave like in Raising onstrutions (i.e.,they keep their quirky ase): 19



(38) UmsækjandannThe-appliant-dat verðurmust vantalak peningamoneyThe appliant must lak money (in order to apply for thisgrant).Wurmbrand onludes that these modals are Raising.Remark: Her example (7) is indeed deonti, but I'm not sure if it'sought-to-do, not ought-to-be.3. Sope. In Raising onstrutions, a quanti�ed subjet an take sopeunder the embedding verb. In Control onstrutions, they an't. That'swhy we get a de dito reading in (39a) (in addition to the de re reading),but not in (39b):(39) a. A student seems to walk down the hall. [de dito/de re℄b. A student wants to walk down the hall. [de re only℄Not surprisingly, epistemi modals do that too:(40) A student is likely to win the lottery. [de dito/de re℄Somewhat more surprisingly, deonti modals an do it too:(41) a. Two Austrian skiers must win the next rae (in order foreither of them to win the World Cup)b. An Austrian skier must win the next rae (in order forAustria to have the most gold medals)4. Theta roles. Epistemi modals do not assign theta roles. Wurmbrandargues that neither do deonti modals.In (42a,b), the bearer of the obligation is not the syntati subjet ofthe sentene. But presumably something like �obligation� is the rolethat these verbs would assign if they were to assign Theta roles.(42) a. The traitor must die.b. The old man must fall down the stairs and it must look likean aident.Bhatt argues in a similar vein: �The distintion between an ought-to-be and an ought-to-do modality depends upon whether the obligation20



is taken to be borne by someone or not.� Here the operative word istaken to be�Bhatt, like Wurmbrand, believes that the ontrast, thoughintuitively real, is a pragmati e�et and that there is no evidene fora strutural di�erene.
⇒ In sum, the laim that the epistemi/root distintion is syntatiallyRaising vs. Control looks promising at �rst sight, but there is not muhhard evidene for it.What remains is the intuition that epistemi modals are somehow�higher� in the tree.This is also supported by observations on the possible orders of multiplemodals the same sentene, in partiular the apparently very widelyappliable generalization that epistemi modals must preede all others(Cinque, 1999)�in other words, that no other modal an preede anepistemi one:(43) Sue must have to work a lot at night.As I said at the beginning, the disussion in this setion was open-ended.My goal in bringing up this topi in the �rst plae was, aside from interest,to prepare the ground for the laim that deonti and dynami modals, inonditional onsequents as well as otherwise, are always embedded in thesope of an epistemi modal. The question of the orresponding struturaldi�erene remains open, and I frankly admit that I don't know the orretsyntati story either.
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